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This paper presents the complexities of the linguistic expressions of the domain of LOVE in William 
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. Emphasis is placed on conceptual metaphors and metonymies, and 
especially on their interactions. The theoretical framework that has been used as a guide for this study 
is that of Cognitive Linguistics, and more specifically its branch called Cognitive Poetics. The 
conclusion of this study is that clear-cut distinctions between the two cognitive processes (i.e. 
metaphor and metonymy) for certain linguistic expressions cannot be easily made. We should 
therefore reconsider the way we categorize them, since their deeper conceptual structure may be based 
on both cognitive processes. 
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he aim of this paper is to locate and analyse the conceptual metaphors and 
metonymies of LOVE in William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. This tragic play 
is rich in the use of figurative language expressing romantic love. In this context, 
my main objective is to investigate the nature of metaphorical and metonymic mappings, and 
how conceptual metaphors and conceptual metonymies interact. For this aim I will use the 
tools of Cognitive Poetics, which is a field of Cognitive Linguistics that takes as its subject 
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literary texts. Emotion language is often conceptualized by means of metaphor and 
metonymy and their combinations.  
Metaphor and metonymy are generally regarded as central cases of the so-called 
figurative language. In Cognitive Linguistics, following the work of Lakoff and Johnson 
metaphor is seen as a mapping of conceptual structure from a source domain to a target 
domain. In this mapping, or set of correspondences, the source is used to discuss and reason 
about the target. Metonymy is usually described as a domain-internal mapping where part of 
a domain stands for the whole of it, or a whole domain for part of it, or part of one domain 
stands for another part of the same domain (Lakoff and Johnson, Metaphors 35-40). 
Metaphor and metonymy are highly conducive to reasoning about emotions (Kövecses, 
Metaphor and Emotion 4-6).  In other words, when we conceptualize an emotion, we often 
activate cognitive mechanisms of figurative thought and language, like metaphor and 





expressive         descriptive     
 
 
literal                     figurative 
 
 
basic nonbasic        metaphor   metonymy 
(Kövecses, Metaphor and Emotion 6)      
Fig. 1. Emotion Language 
 
Apart from expressions that convey only one cognitive process, there are other 
expressions in which metaphorical and metonymic processes interact. My objective is to 
show that emotion language is complex and this complexity may be the reason for its impact 
on the hearer/listener. Moreover, I would like to explore the deeper levels of simple 
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metaphorical or metonymic expressions in order to determine if there are underlying 
metaphors or metonymies, metonymic chains, or double metonymies. Since Cognitive 
Linguistics provides us with the tools to access an expression in a way that differs from 
traditional literary analysis, I will try to use these tools in order to investigate the deeper 
levels of figurative expressions in the famous play.    
 
1. Metaphor and Metonymy in Interaction 
 
Clear-cut distinctions between metaphor and metonymy are often difficult to make. 
Human conceptualization is often much more complicated, and there are metaphorical 
expressions that include metonymies or the other way around. Goossens was the first one to 
discuss metaphor-metonymy interaction under the term “metaphtonymy” (361-367). Since 
Goossens’ introduction of the notion of “metaphtonymy” various researchers have paid 
attention to the issue of interaction between metaphor and metonymy.1 In this study the tools 
that are going to be used for the analysis of expressions in which metaphors and metonymies 
interact will be based on the work of Francisco José Ruiz de Mendoza Ibáñez and Olga Isabel 
Díez Velasco (“Patterns of Conceptual Interaction”). I have chosen to focus on a model that 
pays attention to many important facets of figurative expressions and approaches each 
expression in a systematic and comprehensive analytical way. Among the many expressions 
they choose to analyse, Ruiz de Mendoza and Díez also explain how the two processes 
interact in the conceptualization and expression of emotions.  
 
2. The Complexity of Cognitive Processes in Emotion Language 
 
Within the domain of emotions, complex networks are created by metaphors and 
metonymies (Barcelona, “On the Plausibility” 47; Kövecses, Emotion Concepts 184-194 and 
Ding 2384-97).  Moreover, Antonio Barcelona states that metaphors for emotions are often 
                                                 
1 Ruiz de Mendoza and Díez; Radden; Ruiz de Mendoza, “On the Nature and Scope of Metonymy,” to name a 
few. 
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based on metonymies, and as far as metonymies are concerned the “inherent image-schematic 
structure” of many of them most possibly derives from an “EMOTION-DRIVEN 
BEHAVIOR/PHYSIOLOGY2 and other experientially accessible and contiguous 
(sub)domains” (“On the Plausibility” 47). As an example, Barcelona refers to sadness (47). 
When people are sad, they have a drooping bodily posture (47). Thus, there exists a 
metonymy behind the metaphor SADNESS IS DOWN (47). To make this clearer, Barcelona 
states that “[t]he image-schematic structure of sadness as structured by the metonymy 
DOWNWARD BODILY POSTURE FOR SADNESS consists of a cause (the emotion itself) 
and the drooping bodily posture effect (which presupposes implicitly the notion of 
verticality)” (“On the Plausibility” 47). In other words, in order to map the source domain of 
the metaphor between the source domain of the metaphor DOWN) with  the target domain 
(SADNESS ) experiential knowledge is required, and since experiential knowledge 
concerning emotions is often associated with bodily and behavioural manifestations which 
arise from each specific emotion, there is usually a metonymic basis under the metaphorical 
mappings for emotions.3 Moreover, as Radden states, “[a]t least some of the physiological 
reactions accompanying emotions also shape our metaphorical understanding of them, i.e. 
some metaphors of emotion appear to have a metonymic basis” (430). 
As Radden and Kövecses claim, “cause and effect are so closely interdependent that 
one of them tends to imply the other” (38). Furthermore, they state that “effects more readily 
serve as a metonymic vehicle than as causes,” and one group of the metonymic relationship 
EFFECT FOR CAUSE is PHYSICAL/BEHAVIORAL EFFECT FOR EMOTION 
CAUSING IT (Radden and Kövecses 39). It is a case of PART FOR PART metonymy (36). 
                                                 
2 In Cognitive Linguistics terms and phrases are often capitalized some terms and phrases, especially when they 
refer to a domain of a concept (e.g. LOVE), or the mapping between two conceptual domains, as happens in 
metaphor (e.g. LOVE IS FIRE), or an inherent mapping within a domain (e.g. CROWN STANDS FOR 
ROYALTY). This is usually done to denote that these domains and mappings are conceptual, and they can be 
realized in various linguistic expressions.    
3 See also Kövecses, Metaphors of Anger, Pride, and Love.  
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Therefore, it can be safely argued that the language of emotions is a complicated way of 
linguistic expression that synthesizes different cognitive processes. Metaphor, metonymy, 
and compound combinations are highlighted as being motivated by both cognitive processes 
in expressions that belong to the domain of LOVE and are encountered in the play under 
investigation.  
 
3. The Interaction of Metaphor and Metonymy in Romeo and Juliet 
 
 LOVE is a composite emotion and, for this reason, it can be conceptualized in various 
ways. As Kövecses states, “[l]ove […] is a fairly complex concept. Its complexity arises in 
part from the large number of aspects that make up the concept and in part from the 
difficulties in determining the relationships among these aspects” (The Language of Love 17). 
In table 14 and table 2 it is shown that the emotion of LOVE is conceptualized either 
metonymically or metaphorically in Romeo and Juliet. Such identifications of metaphors and 
metonymies of LOVE in the play have already been made by Barcelona (“Metaphorical 
Models” 667-88) and Heli Tissari. Hence, in addition to Table 1 and Table 2, which divide 
the expressions into two main taxonomies, i.e. conceptual metonymies and conceptual 
metaphors, my aim is to go one step further, by looking into the way the two processes 
interact, thereby functioning collaboratively in linguistic expressions. In the metaphors and 
metonymies of LOVE found in Romeo and Juliet it is possible to observe many such cases 
where metaphor and metonymy interact. Apart from cases of interaction between metaphor 
and metonymy, we will also see cases of complex metonymic constructions, like double 
metonymy and metonymic chain. The data I have chosen to analyse reveal levels of 
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conceptual complexity that have not been treated in such detail in previous CMT literature. 
We shall devote the next subsections to this issue. 
 
Table 1 
Romeo and Juliet 
Conceptual metonymies of LOVE 
(EFFECT STANDS FOR CAUSE) 
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT BEHAVIOURAL EFFECT 
SIGHS/ GROANS/ TEARS 
Montague: Many a morning hath he there 
been seen,  
With tears augmenting the fresh morning's 
dew,  
Adding to clouds more clouds with his 
deep sighs. (Shakespeare 17) 
SIGHING/ GROANING/ CRYING 
INSANITY/ (NOT THINKING WITH 
REASON)  
Romeo: Love is … 
A madness most discreet (23) 
INSANITY/ (NOT BEHAVING WITH 
REASON)  
Romeo: Love is …  
A madness most discreet (23) 
CHOKING GALL 
Romeo: Love is … 
A choking gall … (23) 
 
THOUGHTFULNESS 
Benvolio: Be ruled by me: forget to think 
of her. 
 
Romeo: O, teach me how I should forget 
to think! (25) 
LOSS OF SOCIABILITY 
Montague: But to himself so secret and so 
close 
So far from sounding and discovery (19) 
 
THOUGHTFULNESS 
Benvolio: Be ruled by me: forget to think 
of her. 
 
Romeo: O, teach me how I should forget 
to think! (25) 
PSYCHOLOGICAL PAIN/ HEAVY 
MOOD/ HEART 
Romeo: Why, such is love's transgression. 
Griefs of mine own lie heavy in my breast 
(23) 
 
Romeo: I have a soul of lead (43) 
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OPPRESSION/ BAD MOOD 
Mercutio: And, to sink in it should you 
burden love ̶ 
Too great oppression for a tender thing 
(43) 
INABILITY TO MOVE/ ACT 
Romeo: I have a soul of lead 
So stakes me to the ground I cannot move. 
                                                             (43) 
BLACK HUMOUR (REFERRING TO 
THE THEORY OF THE FOUR 
HUMOURS OF THE BODY: RAISING 
OF BLACK HUMOUR CAUSES 
MELANCHOLY)  
Montague: Black and portentous must this 
humor prove (19) 
 
LOSING WEIGHT 
Mercutio: Without his roe, like a dried 
herring. O, flesh, flesh, how art thou 
fishified! (93) 
 
URGE/WILL TO SEE / TOUCH / BE 
CLOSE TO / HUG / KISS THE 
BELOVED PERSON 
1) Romeo: See how she leans her cheek 
upon her hand. 
    O, that I were a glove upon that hand, 
    That I might touch that cheek! (71) 
 2) Romeo: My lips, two blushing 
pilgrims, ready stand 
    To smooth that rough touch with a 
tender kiss (57) 
 
ACTION / THOUGHT TO SEE / 
TOUCH / BE CLOSE TO / HUG / KISS 





Romeo: Then move not while my prayer's 
effect I take. [He kisses her.] 
Thus from my lips, by thine, my sin is 
purged (59) 
BLOOD COMING UP IN THE CHEEKS/ 
BLUSHING OF CHEEKS (INDICATING 
LOVE URGE)  
Nurse: Now comes the wanton blood up in 
your cheeks: They'll be in scarlet straight 
at any news (109) 
 
JOY5/ ENTHUSIASM 
Romeo: Ah, Juliet, if the measure of thy 
joy    
Be heaped like mine … (111) 
SOCIABILITY/ TALKATIVENESS/ 
ENTHUSIASM/ GOOD SELF 
Mercutio: Why, is not this better now than 
groaning for love? Now art thou sociable, 
now art thou Romeo (95) 
 
In some cases, there is difficulty in deciding if an effect is physiological or 
behavioural, since it can be both. For that reason, in Table 1 there are cases of metonymies 
that belong to both physiological and behavioural kinds of effects. Certainly, in the 
                                                 
5 Joy is an emotional effect of love, but in this case, it is treated as a physiological one, too. It is seen as a 
substance in the body with a certain quantity. 
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metonymies found in Romeo and Juliet the physiological effects of emotions are defined by 
the folk beliefs of Shakespeare’s era, as argued by Patrick Cruttwell (76).   
 
4.1. Soul of Lead 
 
 A case of interaction between metonymy and metaphor can be seen in the following 
example: 
       …. I have a soul of lead 
      So stakes me to the ground I cannot move. (Shakespeare 43) 
 
The physiological effect of love on Romeo is the physiological weakness that derives 
from the sadness caused by his unrequited love. This can be seen from another point of view 
as a behavioural effect of love on the enamoured hero, since, instead of being active, he does 
not move, because his sadness makes him unwilling to. Hence, there are two underlying 
metonymies of the type EFFECT FOR CAUSE here. The hero’s BODILY WEAKNESS 
STANDS FOR LOVE (when this love is without response) and also a second metonymy is 
UNWILLINGNESS TO ACT/MOVE (STANDS) FOR LOVE. Furthermore, the already 
complicated structure of the two metonymies that lie in the domain of LOVE and, more 
specifically unfulfilled LOVE, interact with metaphors in this extract. That is, the poet uses 
the expression “I have a soul of lead,” and gives an attribute to the hero’s soul that is drawn 
metaphorically. Shakespeare chooses lead as a source domain, because it is considered to be, 
first of all, a heavy metal and, secondly, a metal of dark colour. It should be noted that 
heaviness, as a scalar concept,6 involves the downward motion in the VERTICALITY image 
schema, which is usually encountered in metaphorical mappings of SADNESS (Lakoff and 
Johnson, Metaphors 15; Kövecses, Metaphor 36). Furthermore, dark colour is also associated 
                                                 
6 Ruiz de Mendoza discusses heaviness as a scalar quantity which can be used in cognitive operations as 
hyperbole. He explains that when one says that “[t]his suitcase weighs a ton!” the utterance is not literal, but 
hyperbolic, meaning that it is too heavy (“Metonymy and Cognitive Operations” 113-114). In Shakespeare’s 
example, heaviness is used in a metaphor that expresses unbearable sadness.  
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with the domain of SADNESS (Gombrich and Saw 222; Goatly 17). However, in this 
specific case, the context restricts this domain of SADNESS to SADNESS OUT OF LOVE, 
and outlines a mapping with a much more specific emotion. Thus, in this case the emotion the 
emotion that is primarily responsible for the sadness the hero feels is LOVE. This is why this 
phrase is chosen as one that belongs to the domain of LOVE. 
 
4.2. Intended Meaning in Metonymy 
 
 Among the metonymies of table 1 there are cases in which meaning is more 
“intended” than expressed verbally. As Klaus-Uwe Panther explains, intended meaning can 
be understood by metonymies that are used to elaborate conceptualization. More specifically, 
he states that  
metonymic principles are used for meaning elaboration and…, on the 
conceptual level, the source content of a metonymy is “contained” in the 
conceptual structure that represents the target content…. [I]t is not always 
necessary to evoke complete frames or ICMs in order to arrive at a sufficient 
understanding of intended meaning. (380) 
A typical example in which what Romeo expresses is associated with the emotion of love, but 
meaning derives through inferences that are based on the cognitive process of metonymy can 
be found in the following excerpt: 
         See how she leans her cheek upon her hand! 
         O that I were a glove upon that hand, 
That I might touch that cheek! (Shakespeare 71)  
This means that Romeo expresses his will to touch Juliet’s cheek, and on the basis of 
inferences the reader understands that this is an expression of love (URGE/WILL TO SEE / 
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TOUCH / BE CLOSE TO / EMBRACE / KISS THE BELOVED PERSON). The 
reader/hearer can draw the conclusion that the person who expresses these words is in love, 
even if he/she does not clearly utter the sentence “I’m in love.” This is a metonymic mapping 
of the effect of love that stands for the emotion of love. In this specific case the mapping does 
not describe the emotion, as it usually happens, but expresses the emotion. As a result, it is 
understandable that the figurative expression of emotions does not only/merely describe 
emotions, but it can also convey them. Although figurative language with metaphors and 
metonymies belongs to the descriptive language of emotions (Kövecses, Metaphor and 
Emotion 6; also, see above, figure 1, section 1), the excerpt under discussion should make us 
reconsider this classification.  
 
4.3. When an Emotion Stands for Another Emotion 
 
 Since love is an emotion that comprises various concepts and various manifestations, 
it can result in either positive or negative emotions. For that reason, in a metonymy of the 
domain of love an expression can be used to refer to the joy/happiness one feels when he/she 
sees the person he/she loves. As Kövecses states, “if I am in love (and my love is returned), 
then I am happy. That is,… love results in happiness (cf. ‘This love has made me happy’)…. 
All this seems to suggest that… there is a causal relationship between the concepts of love 
and happiness” (The Language of Love 39-40). In other words, an emotion (such as 
joy/happiness) can be the outcome of another emotion (such as love) and serve as the source 
for a metonymic mapping. Hence, there may be a metonymy of the type: EMOTION A 
STANDS FOR EMOTION B. In Romeo and Juliet, we can see an example of the JOY/ 
HAPPINESS STANDS FOR LOVE metonymy: 
Romeo: Ah, Juliet, if the measure of thy joy    
Be heaped like mine… (Shakespeare 111) 
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In this metonymy we should not restrict our attention to the lexical item joy but turn our 
attention to the fact that the hero becomes as happy as possible because of love. Again, within 
this metonymic expression there is metaphor. The word measure as well as the word heap 
function metaphorically. The emotion of joy, which is the effect of love here, is treated as a 
substance in a measure that can be heaped. The conceptual metaphor that underlies this 
metaphorical mapping is EMOTION IS A SUBSTANCE/A MASS IN A CONTAINER. The 
container in this case is the hero’s heart or his whole body. The word heaped means that it 
cannot be fuller; for example, a heaped measure of sugar is a measure that contains as much 
sugar as possible. Similarly, the joy Romeo feels is abundant. The following figure is 
constructed on the basis of related figures presented by Ruiz de Mendoza and Díez: 
        Source                                        Metaphor                                Target 
      Substance                   Joy 
 
    
Fullness of a substance       Fullness of joy 
   
                                                                                                     METONYMY 
                                                                                                           LOVE 
 
Fig. 2. Ah, Juliet, if the measure of thy joy    
     Be heaped like mine … 
4.4. Metonymy for the OBJECT OF LOVE 
 
 Figurative language can be used to express emotions that refer to the object of love. 
As far as metonymy is concerned, an example for the OBJECT OF LOVE in the play can be 
observed in this sentence: 
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 Romeo: It is my soul that calls upon my name. (Shakespeare 81) 
 
Romeo uses the above expression instead of saying “It is Juliet that calls upon my name.” 
The metonymy in this expression is: THE SOUL OF THE SUBJECT OF LOVE STANDS 
FOR THE OBJECT OF LOVE. This metonymy is not used only in the play; it is used in 
everyday communication, but we do not realize how complex it is. It is a complex metonymy, 
since its final effect is the result/product of other metonymies that are present, but are 
difficult to disentangle, because of their high degree of entrenchment. Firstly, one of the 
metonymies that underlie the central metonymy is THE SOUL OF THE SUBJECT OF 
LOVE STANDS FOR THE EMOTIONAL WORLD OF THE SUBJECT OF LOVE. 
Thoughts/feelings for the OBJECT OF LOVE (i.e. Juliet) are predominant in the 
SUBJECT’S (i.e. Romeo’s) emotional world. For that reason, there is a second metonymy 
that is part of the central metonymy of the expression, which is THE EMOTIONAL WORLD 
OF THE SUBJECT OF LOVE STANDS FOR THE SUBJECT’S FEELINGS ABOUT THE 
OBJECT OF LOVE. Finally, a third metonymy that is in succession to the other two 
metonymies is THE OBJECT OF LOVE STANDS FOR THE FEELINGS ABOUT THE 
OBJECT OF LOVE (WHOLE FOR PART/ CAUSE FOR EFFECT). This is an example of a 
“metonymic chain.”7 
To sum up, the metonymies that form the basis of the final metonymy for the 
OBJECT OF LOVE and lead to it are the following: 
1. THE SUBJECT’S SOUL STANDS FOR THE SUBJECT’S EMOTIONAL WORLD. 
2. THE SUBJECT’S EMOTIONAL WORLD STANDS FOR THE SUBJECT’S FEELINGS 
ABOUT THE OBJECT OF LOVE. 
3. THE SUBJECT’ S FEELINGS ABOUT THE OBJECT OF LOVE STAND FOR THE 
OBJECT OF LOVE. 
                                                 
7 See Ruiz de Mendoza & Pérez 512-518; Brdar-Szabó and Brdar 217-248.  
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Out of these three metonymic steps the final metonymy emerges, i.e. THE SOUL OF 
THE SUBJECT OF LOVE STANDS FOR THE OBJECT OF LOVE. 
 
4.5. Back to Metaphor 
 
As mentioned above, metaphor is a cognitive process whereby we describe one 
concept in terms of another (Lakoff and Johnson, Metaphors We Live by 5). Those two 
concepts belong to different conceptual domains. But the mapping between them is not 
arbitrary; it is based on our experiences, and has a reasonable basis (Gibbs 8-9; Zelinsky-
Wibbelt 232-236). 
In Romeo and Juliet many source domains evoke metaphorical mappings (see table 2 
below).  The emotion of love is a multifaceted one that can be experienced in various ways. 
As a result, it can cause either happiness or sadness to the person that experiences it and its 
impact on the person is so intense that it can be mapped with either negative or positive 
source domains. In the play we observe that it is associated with DISEASE, 
IMPRISONMENT, WAR or even DEATH as a negative experience or, on the other hand, 
with A GUIDE, A FLOWER, DIVINE POWER OR UPWARD MOVEMENT as a positive 
emotion. As Kövecses claims, “different metaphors emphasize different aspects of a concept, 
and at the same time they hide or downplay certain other aspects. However, … different 
metaphors may also serve to highlight the same aspects of a concept” (The Language of Love 
17).   
Barcelona has already discussed the “[m]etaphorical models of romantic love” found 
in Romeo and Juliet (“Metaphorical Models” 667). As the scholar argues, there is a “typical 
model of love” (669).8 A typical model for love is in fact a prototypical9 model that exists in 
our conceptual system and is pertinent to what we consider “love”. The emotion of love 
                                                 
8 Kövecses also discusses this in Metaphors of Anger, Pride and Love (97-106) and The Language of Love (60-
71). 
9 Prototypes of categories as a representativeness phenomenon were firstly discussed by Eleanor Rosch (81-84).  
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develops over several stages, such as like initial attraction, struggle of the self to keep control, 
loss of control, desire, mutual love, marriage, affection (Barcelona, “Metaphorical Models” 
669-670). In the play we encounter models of love that either converge or diverge from this 
typical model. For example, Romeo’s love for Rosaline deviates from this typical model as it 
is “a combination of unrequited love, superficial love and insane love” (Barcelona, 
“Metaphorical Models” 678). In contrast, the love between Romeo and Juliet could be 
considered as closer to the typical model, but it is even closer to the model of ideal love; in 
addition, it is a tragic love as it ends up in the death of the two heroes (Barcelona, 
“Metaphorical Models” 669-675; 680-685). The way these models are expressed in the play 
is through Shakespeare’s poetic language, in which metaphor and metonymy play a central 
role. 
Conceptual Metaphors of LOVE in Romeo and Juliet 
Table 2 
 












d. A FLOWER 
















4. A PERSON (PERSONIFICATION) 
a. (PERSONIFICATION: CUPID: GOD, A CHILD, HAS FEATHERS, CASTS 
LOVE-SHAFTS). 
b. A BLIND PERSON 
c. GUIDE 
d. OPPONENT 






7. RELIGION / DEVINE POWER/ SACRIFICE 
 
 
4.5.1. The Personification of Cupid and Its Influence on the Conceptualization of  
Figurative Expressions in Romeo and Juliet 
Love is often conceptualized by means of its personification as Cupid / Eros, the God 
of love/ love passion (Tissari 141; see also Pagán Cánovas). Personification is a type of 
ontological metaphor according to Lakoff and Johnson (Metaphors We Live by 33-34). 
Cupid’s characteristics symbolize this love passion, as well. More specifically, one of his 
characteristics is that he has got wings; and usually love, with the happiness it gives to 
people, can be conceptualized by this upward image schema which lies in the same domain as 
flying, since, as we know from the language of emotions, HAPPY IS UP (Kövecses, 
Metaphor and Emotion 5). However, another characteristic of Cupid is that he shoots love 
arrows into the hearts of enamoured individuals, wounding them. Therefore, apart from 
happiness, the person who falls in love feels a kind of mild pain in their heart (probably due 
to the faster heart beating) and in love at first sight this “wounding of the heart” happens 
rapidly; perhaps, as rapidly as an arrow could be shot and cause pain. Moreover, Cupid is 
patently portrayed as a child, which can symbolize the emotion of love he represents as 
immature, and often superficial, while the association of children with play can also evoke an 
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association between flirting and playing. Finally, Cupid is frequently conceptualized as blind, 
in the sense that he randomly shoots his love arrows, without judging if his “victims,” 
namely, the two lovers, match in terms of age, status, appearance, personality traits, and so 
on. In other words, falling in love cannot be ruled by reason. Apparently, folk beliefs and 
mother wit have given birth to a symbolic conceptualization of romantic love that has been 
quite successful, since it encompasses some of its central attributes.10 
 
4.5.2. LOVE IS UPWARD MOTION/ FLYING 
 
Many metaphors of love in the play derive from this initial synthesis of 
conceptualizations that created this symbol of Cupid. One of them is LOVE IS UPWARD 
MOVEMENT/ FLYING as exemplified in the following quote: 
  Romeo: With love’s light wings did I o’erperch these walls; (Shakespeare 73) 
This extract is from the scene of the second time the two heroes meet (Act 2, Scene 2). 
Romeo, who has fallen in love with Juliet, wants to see her again. His high spirits and 
enthusiasm for his object of love motivate him to overcome any obstacle and so he finds the 
courage to jump over the high walls and enter secretly Capulet’s garden. He, rather literally 
than metaphorically, moves and overcomes obstacles to get near her. But this physical motion 
is boosted by emotion. His psychology is UP (i.e. he is HAPPY). A linguistic expression of 
the conceptual metaphor HAPPINESS IS UP is “Love’s light wings”. In other words, 
“Love’s light wings” are the metaphorical tools for the hero’s motion. 
 The conceptual metaphor that underlies this extract has as its source the domain of 
UPWARD MOTION/ FLYING. This is a domain different from the domain of love, which is 
an emotion. However, besides this, there is a metonymic basis in this metaphor. Love’s light 
wings could not make any metaphorical mapping if there was no physiological effect of love 
                                                 
10 Also see Pagán Cánovas for conceptual integration concerning Eros’ arrows.  
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on the person who experiences love. People in love feel happiness and eagerly anticipate 
meeting their loved one. In this happy disposition they overcome any obstacles along their 
way. Thus, the metonymy that underlies this conceptual metaphor is WINGS STAND FOR 
FLYING/USING WINGS FOR UPWARD MOTION. Apart from the climbing of walls 
which is literally an upward motion, there is the whole posture of the body of a happy person 
as well as the feeling of boosting that empowers them. These elements can be the basis for a 
metonymy of the type: UP/UPWARD MOTION STANDS FOR HAPPINESS.11 Thus, here 
we have a case of double metonymy (Ruiz de Mendoza and Díez 512-518) in the first place, 
and this double metonymy of happiness happens in the frame of LOVE. This double 
metonymy creates the basis for the metaphor LOVE IS UPWARD MOTION/ FLYING. In 
the following figure we can see how this double metonymy is structured. 
 
FRAME OF LOVE 
 





Fig. 3. Double metonymy as the basis for the metaphor LOVE IS UPWARD  
MOTION/ FLYING. 
 
4.5.3. LOVE IS A GUIDE 
Another metaphor that derives from the personification of romantic love as Cupid is 
that LOVE IS A GUIDE and it can be seen in the following extract:  
                                                 
11 This is usually a case of the metaphor HAPPINESS IS UP/HAPPY IS UP in literature. See, for example, 
Kövecses, Metaphor and Emotion 5; Kövecses, Metaphor: A Practical Introduction 36, 85.  
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Juliet: By whose direction found'st thou out this place? 
 Romeo: By love, that first did prompt me to inquire. 
He lent me counsel, and I lent him eyes. (Shakespeare 75) 
 
In this metaphor, love is conceptualized as a guide who counsels Romeo to ask for directions 
to go to the Capulet’s house.  Thus, the blind Cupid, who finds his vision as Romeo lends 
him his eyes (his ability to see), becomes Romeo’s guide who leads him where his object of 
love lies. This ascribes to the already conceptualized romantic love symbol an additional 
characteristic, as becoming a guide of somebody grants one a status of “responsibility,” 
which a child―like Cupid―does not typically possess. / In light of this, the young couple’s 
love is conceptualised as mature and dutiful. 
 
4.6. Metaphors of the OBJECT OF LOVE in Romeo and Juliet. 
As far as the OBJECT OF LOVE is concerned, there are several conceptual 
metaphors in the play that can be grouped as follows:  
1. THE OBJECT OF LOVE IS LIGHT 
 
Romeo: But soft, what light through yonder window breaks? 
 It is the East, and Juliet is the sun. 
Arise, fair sun, and kill the envious moon, 
Who is already sick and pale with grief 
That thou, her maid, art far more fair than she. (Shakespeare 69) 
 
2. THE OBJECT OF LOVE IS A DEITY/ HOLY ENTITY/ HOLY OBJECT 
 
Juliet: Do not swear at all. 
Or, if thou wilt, swear by thy gracious self, 
Which is the god of my idolatry, 
And I’ll believe thee. (Shakespeare 77) 
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3. THE OBJECT OF LOVE IS A VALUABLE OBJECT/ JEWEL 
Romeo: It seems she hangs upon the cheek of night 
As a rich jewel in an Ethiop’s ear ̶ 
Beauty too rich for use, for earth too dear. (Shakespeare 53) 
4. THE OBJECT OF LOVE IS SWEET 
Juliet: Sweet Montague, be true. (Shakespeare 79) 
5.   THE OBJECT OF LOVE IS A PET (A BIRD) 
    Juliet: ’Tis almost morning. I would have thee gone- 
     And yet no farther than a wanton’s bird, 
      That lets it hop a little from her hand, 
      Like a poor prisoner in his twisted gyves, 
      And with a silk thread plucks it back again, 
So loving-jealous of his liberty. (Shakespeare 83) 
  
6.   THE OBJECT OF LOVE IS A COMMODITY/ POSSESSION 
Romeo: I am no pilot; yet, wert thou as far 
As that vast shore washed with the farthest sea 
I should adventure for such merchandise. (Shakespeare 75) 
 
The first three conceptual metaphors of the OBJECT OF LOVE are more frequent than others 
in the play. This pervasiveness of some groups of conceptual metaphors instead of others 
does not necessarily mean that the most frequent metaphors are more important than the 
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others, but it reveals a great deal about the subjectivity of the poet or the cultural background 
of his time.  Here, one of the three most frequent ones will be explored in more detail. In the 
remaining part of this essay I will address the question of whether the metaphor of the 
OBJECT OF LOVE has a metonymic basis.  
4.6.1. THE OBJECT OF LOVE IS LIGHT12 
 
In order to understand why Shakespeare chose to associate the object of love with the 
domain of LIGHT we need to have a look at the characteristics of light. According to the 
online version of the Oxford Reference, light is “electromagnetic radiation” (A Dictionary of 
Public Health), whereas the online Cambridge Dictionary mentions that “[i]t is the brightness 
that comes from the sun, fire, etc. and from electrical devices, and that allows things to be 
seen” (“Light”). A Dictionary of Earth Sciences refers to the Sun as the most important star in 
our solar system, whereas in A Dictionary of Public Health “[s]unlight is life giving, required 
for germination of most forms of plants, and directly or indirectly necessary or beneficial for 
most other living things. As well as visible light, sunlight comprises ultraviolet and infrared 
radiation” (“Sunlight”). According to the same dictionary, light is also a source of heat due to 
infrared radiation. These are some main attributes of light; Shakespeare uses various 
linguistic realizations of this conceptual metaphor in the play, and maps the object of love 
with the sun, with stars, or with a bright angel, to name a few. This conceptual metaphor can 
be observed, for instance, in the following extract:  
     Romeo: But soft! What light through yonder window breaks? 
     It is the East, and Juliet is the sun! 
     Arise, fair sun, and kill the envious moon, 
     Who is already sick and pale with grief 
                                                 
12 This conceptual metaphor is also discussed by Barcelona (“Metaphorical Models” 681) 
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     That thou her maid art far more fair than she. (Shakespeare 69) 
The domain of LIGHT is not arbitrarily chosen to be metaphorically mapped onto the 
OBJECT OF LOVE. There is a kind of analogy between LIGHT and the OBJECT OF 
LOVE. Most likely, the nature of this analogy has a metonymic basis. Certainly, there is no 
metonymy where A stands for B in the mapping “Juliet is light.” But, since both a beautiful 
person (like Juliet) and light can attract Romeo’s attention, it could be mentioned that there is 
a metonymic relation between the “beautiful object of love” and “light,” as they both belong 
to the domain of “sources that have a positive effect on the hero’s vision”. Hence, the 
mapping “Juliet is light” is based on metonymic relations that underlie this metaphorical 
mapping, such as: ACTIVATION OF THE SENSE OF SIGHT BY LIGHT STANDS FOR 
ACTIVATION OF THE SUBJECT’S SIGHT BY THE BEAUTY OF THE OBJECT OF 
LOVE and THE POSITIVE EFFECT OF LIGHT13 ON VIVIDNESS/ HAPPY MOOD/ 
PLEASANT FEELING OF WARMTH STANDS FOR THE POSITIVE EFFECT OF THE 
OBJECT OF LOVE ON THE SUBJECT’S VIVIDNESS/HAPPY MOOD/ PLEASANT 
FEELING14.  This can be seen in the following figure: 
 
ACTIVATION of the SUBJECT’S VISION          Positive EFFECT of the OBJECT OF  
              LOVE on the SUBJECT’S happy     








ACTIVATION of A SUBJECT’S VISION        Positive EFFECT of LIGHT on A   
                    SUBJECT’S VIVIDNESS/ HAPPY MOOD/ 
by LIGHT                       PLEASANT FEELING OF WARMTH 
                                                 
13 For the positive effects of light on affect see Dunham (44-46). 
14 For systems of reward and pleasure in love, see Esch and Stefano (181-188), as well as Aron, et al (327-337). 
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Fig. 4. The conceptual metaphor has a metonymic basis. THE OBJECT OF LOVE IS  
LIGHT. 
Thus, in the conceptual metaphor THE OBJECT OF LOVE IS LIGHT there are at 
least two metonymic relations that allow for the metaphorical relation between THE OBJECT 
OF LOVE and LIGHT. These metonymic relations are not straightforwardly obvious, but 
they are responsible for the creation of the analogy and the mapping between concepts that 
belong to different domains, i.e. the metaphorical mapping between THE OBJECT OF 
LOVE and LIGHT. In other words, we could claim that for the first metonymic relation, both 
concepts belong to the same domain that we can label SOURCES THAT ACTIVATE 
ONE’S VISION. Likewise, with regard to the second metonymic relation, it could be claimed 
that both concepts belong to the same domain, with the label SOURCES OF HAPPY 
MOOD/PLEASANT FEELING.   
To conclude, the metaphorical mappings of the conceptual metaphor THE OBJECT 
OF LOVE IS LIGHT is due to the metonymic basis that underlies it. Metonymy is based on 
concepts that are related, as they form part of a domain, and conceptual metaphors derive 
from multiple processes of metonymic relations. The conceptual metaphor under discussion 
derives from conceptual metonymies and their entailments, and, thus, metonymy constitutes 
an important reason behind the systematic choice and use of certain conceptual metaphors 
instead of others in both poetic and ordinary language. The main conclusion of this section is 
that the non-arbitrariness of metaphoric language could be the result of underlying 
metonymies that build the metaphorical expressions even if they are not openly uttered, since 









  Shakespeare’s poetic genius is a great source of emotion expressions and Cognitive 
linguistics would greatly benefit from examining his poetic language in their research in the 
field of the Language of Emotions. The perspective of this study provided an analysis of a 
selection of figurative expressions from Romeo and Juliet offering multiple ways of relations 
between metaphor and metonymy. It is obvious that Shakespeare’s poetic language covers a 
great variety of ways towards the conceptualization of expressions that belong to the domain 
of LOVE. In the current paper, some of these expressions were chosen for analysis, since they 
are complex expressions that contain both cognitive processes. Nowadays, Cognitive 
Linguistics views metaphor and metonymy as processes that often interact and, in this paper, it 
was examined if this interaction of the two central cognitive processes of human cognition 
could be applied on metaphors and metonymies of the play. The current study has proposed 
that the two major cognitive processes do indeed interact in expressions that in former decades 
would be considered as clear-cut metaphors or clear-cut metonymies. 
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